Matrusri invites you to participate in national level tech fest DhruvaMedha 2K18 on 28th and
29th September.
Attractive cash prizes with certificates will be given to the winners
Day 1:
Hands on Workshop on DevOps software development and operational tools. Its actual worth is
around 500 but we are offering you affordable price of 100 rupees. Moreover it shows how to
change software rapidly at any point of time after creation.

Day 2 (Technical Events):
Paper Presentation:
In this event participants have to give a slide show (at least 15 slides) about any technical
concept or paper. Depending on the uniqueness and innovation, judges would decide the winner.
Googled:
This is an event where you just have to Google the answers of the questions given to you within
the time limit. So filtering would be done until the winner is finalized (team of 2-3).

Algorithomiac (Team of 2):
You may face certain difficulties in coding and executing the code. So we designed an event
where u will be awarded just by giving idea to code that is, giving the algorithm.
Blind Coding:
This is completely a coding challenge where you have to code without seeing the code, that is,
your monitors will be switched off, you will be having around two levels.
Lan Gaming
Here comes the interesting fun event Lan gaming. So the games are PUBG for mobile and
BLUR and COD 4 for PC. Entry for PUBG per team is 200/-. In case of BLUR n COD, 75/- per
person. These are not included in combo.
Crypt Your Mind
This event is partially coding based event. So you have to decrypt the word given to you with the
hint. The words are generally coding related words.
Play and Code with Jenga
Here is where coding meets fun. The task is to play Jenga and on each tile you are asked
questions related to technical stuff.
Code Puzzle
This is also a coding event where you have to arrange given sequence of lines of code in correct
order so that code is executed.
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